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Tantor Media Inc. No binding. Book Condition: New. Audio CD. Dimensions: 6.6in. x 5.6in. x 1.1in.If
you could return to the road not taken, would you Happily married and pregnant, Quinn
Braverman has an ominous secret. Every time she makes a major life decision, she knows an
alternate reality exists in which she made the opposite choicenot only that, she knows how to
cross over. But even in her darkest momentslike her mothers suicideQuinn hasnt been tempted to
slip through. . . until she receives devastating news about the baby shes carrying. The grief lures her
to peek across the portal, and before she knows it shes in the midst of the other life: the life in which
she married another man and is childless. The life in which her mother is still very much alive.
Quinn is forced to make a heartbreaking choice. Will she stay with the family she loves and her
severely disabled child Or will an easier lifeand the primal need to be with her motherwin out This
item ships from multiple locations. Your book may arrive from Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN. Audio
CD.
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Extensive guide for ebook lovers. It generally does not cost excessive. Your way of life span will likely be convert the instant you complete looking at this
ebook.
-- Rocky Dach-- Rocky Dach

Certainly, this is the very best work by any author. It is amongst the most remarkable publication i have got study. I am just happy to inform you that this is
actually the greatest pdf i have got study inside my individual daily life and can be he very best publication for at any time.
-- Gilbert Rippin-- Gilbert Rippin
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